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Airport extreme a1521 specs

Apple's latest AirPort Extreme Base Station model A1521 (and the related Time Capsule) not only represents the 802.11ac upgrade; its latest router also experienced a complete redesign. Gone is the flat, boxy shape factor. Instead, the new AirPort is a mini-tower designed to maximize wireless performance. It's no
surprise that the device is about as gorgeous as a router can get and that it has decent passes (excellent at the 2.4GHz band, actually), not only with 802.11ac-supported 13-and-11-inch MacBook Air's (at Amazon) wireless adapter, but with Windows systems, too. Add a dead-simple setup, and that's for sure, but the
new AirPort will delight a lot, despite the fact that AirPort is not one of the fastest pre-project 802.11ac routers we've tested in 11ac mode. Also, energy users and those who need to get very granular with their wireless networks might want to look at other dual-band routers with more advanced capabilities. However,
those who have a love for Apple's design and without problems, installation will no doubt be satisfied with this attractive piece of hardware. The new design and specsThe AirPort Extreme is a rectangular prism shape with rounded edges. My colleague Max Eddy nailed it when he said that it looked like an Apple TV that is
stretched (it really is, and I doubt that's a coincidence). At the top of the router is the Apple logo silhouette against a stark, white casing. The router measures 6.6 to 3.85 to 3.85 inches (HWD). It's actually less than four inches square at its base and has a footprint that's 64 percent smaller than the last AirPort. It weighs
2.08 pounds. Loading... The back has three Gigabit Ethernet LAN ports, a Gigabit WAN port, a USB 2.0 port (for printer and external hard disk sharing), and a power port. Each port has an appropriate LED. The only LED is a teeny-tiny one forward that provides the overall device status (amber color indicates that the
device is not connected or setup, or some other issue is happening, and green points online and everything is good). At the bottom of the router is the device fan and cooling system. Now you think it's strange to have a fan at the bottom of the router, but in fact, the router does not sit flush on the surface. There is only
enough space for the air to circulate through the eight openings at the bottom. I ran the router for hours during testing and AirPort never warmed up a bit. Inside, there is a triple-stream, six antenna array. Antennas use beamforming technology that helps push wireless signals to wireless customers. The router uses
Broadcom's latest 802.11ac SoC chipset. AirPort Extreme Base Station is a simultaneous dual-band router supporting both the 2.4GHz band (which can be reserved for devices you use only for lighter tasks such as web-browsing or testing on Facebook) and the 5GHz band (which is stronger and can be used for more
bandwidth intensive tasks such as video streaming). This router is clearly in accordance with Apple on the design. It is a must device with good hardware inside. I lament the fact that Apple chose to go with USB 2.0 instead of USB 3.0, but other than, as another analyst lab observed, it's not the device you're mind having
on your desk. This is an upright action router that fits into any home network setup or entertainment center just fine. Installing AirPortShower is with the setup guide. First, the guide shows you how to connect cables correctly: first, an Internet connection to a WAN port, a USB printer, or a hard drive with a USB port, an
Ethernet cable to the Ethernet port of any device, and then a power supply. The Ethernet connection is actually optional because I set the router completely wireless using the new 13-inch MacBook Air. Tiny LEDs on the front of the AirPort shine amber when the device first powered up. I went to the AirPort utility on the
MacBook. I was able to connect to the base station right away, it comes pre-configured with SSID already established. When I connected to it using the utility, a newer version of the AirPort utility was found, so I upgraded. I highly recommend upgrading to the new version if you go with the new AirPort. Some (limited)
wireless networking customizations can be made to AirPort. For example, I created two separate SSED 2.4 and 5GHz bands with WPA2 Personal Security. You can also enable features such as MAC filtering to deny or grant access to specific machines on your network using a MAC address. There is also a scheduled
access function where you can grant or deny access to the Internet on a schedule. The router also supports some pretty advanced IPv6 features such as 6to4 tunneling. Your local firewall helps protect your home network from Internet threats. VPN passthrough, NAT, and WPA/WPA2 Personal and Enterprise security
are also all included features. If you're looking for the highest control over your home network like QoS or controlling Frame Burst– you'll need a router with more functionality. AirPort does not offer really fine control over the settings; it lacks the Web interface through which most routers offer this level of control. For many
home users that is good. Serious players or those who run a small home business using the VoIP system may want a router with additional controls such as the Linksys Smart Wi-Fi Router AC1600 EA6400. AirPort Performance AirPort PerformanceAs how dual-band, previously project 802.11ac router goes, AirPort
Extreme is not the fastest we've ever seen. The pass is still good, however, registering a triple digit at 5GHz, which is something I would always like to see in my RF-heavy testing environment. I saw good throughput using the new 802.11ac-supported 13-inch Macbook Air and even better with a Windows 7 laptop with
3x3 wireless adapter. Your client adapter type is important with airport performance — an adapter that supports the triple flow of the new AirPort, such as my 3x3 7 klēpjdatoru Intel Centrino Centrino is for me, even more important than the adapter that supports 11ac. Testing about 15 feet away from the router with the
new 13-inch MacBook Air Man good passes 102 Mbps. Again, it's not the fastest. The best speed I've seen running the same distance was from Trendnet's AC1750 Dual Band Wireless Router (TEW-812DRU) ($119.99 at Amazon), which registered 283 Mbps and Buffalo's AirStation AC1300/N900 Gigabit Dual Band
Router WZR-D1800H managed by 187 Mbps. Unless you have a hard core online gamer or a great account of multimedia streaming, airport performance should satisfy most needs. You don't even need an 11ac adapter to eke out good performance with this router as I saw testing with a Windows client with an 802.11n
adapter. At 2.4 GHz, in 802.11N legacy mode, the airport clocked the highest passes I've seen at 90 Mbps at 15 feet – very well in a challenging wireless environment. Click on the icon below to improve performance comparison with other 802.11ac routers at 5 and 2.4 GHz: Apple AirPort 5 GHz performance
comparisons apple airport 2.4 GHz performance comparisons USB HDD File Transfer PerformanceI was less than impressed, connecting western digital my passport external drive formatted as FAT to USB port and making a file copy of the 1.5GB video clip to and from a Windows 7 laptop, the new Macbook Air, and the
airport. Both my Windows laptop and Macbook Air were wirelessly connected to AirPort. Performance doing simple file transfer from AirPort to the new MacBook and back was slower than Windows. Here are my results (the larger the number is better): File copy from the attached hard drive to macbook: 3.6 MBps (Read)
A copy of the file from macbook to the attached hard drive: 4.4 MBps (Write) File copy added hard drive to Windows 7: 7.3 MBps (Read) File copy from Windows 7 to connected hard drive: 9.8 MBps (Write) It has wireless speed, and it's always slower copying over Ethernet. The overall performance of data transmission
between MacBook and AirPort was slightly slower than what I usually see from USB-based NAS devices such as the Pogoplug Series 4, tested at a writing speed of 7 MBps and a reading speed of 5.3 MBps. However, the ROUTER's USB port is sufficient to share the printer, and if you are going to copy large files back
and forth from the drive connected to AirPort, try and connect the Ethernet device to the router. Apple Airport Will Please Fans, but no revolutionary RouterApple has never really been heralded for its network of technology. Yes, the design of the hardware is beautiful, and notorious for being easy to setup and manage.
With the new AirPort design and inclusion of 802.11ac, it's clear to see that the company is making big strides forward. However, beamforming, and the 802.11ac has already arrived at another vendor's router, so it's not something revolutionary either. In fact, the new extreme is not even the fastest among the crop before
the project 802.11ac router we have tested in 11ac mode, although it was a test as one of the fastest in 802.11n mode in the 2.4 GHz band. That said, the new AirPort is the most advanced future forward piece of network hardware to come from Cupertino. It earns four out of five stars, although Editors' Choice remains
on Trendnet's AC1750 router. Apple enthusiasts can be sure that the new Apple AirPort Extreme Base Station follows both Apple's design ethos and its mantra about it just works, not to mention providing decent performance, too. See it for $159.00 at Amazon MSRP $199.00 Pros Idiot-proof, wireless setup. Improved
design improves performance. Excellent performance in the 2.4 GHz band. See more Cons Passes trails leading 802.11ac router in 11ac mode. There is no Web management interface. There is no granular control over the Wi-Fi network. Slow data transfer speed between HDD connected to USB and the new MacBook
Air. See more with the new AirPort design and incorporating the 802.11ac, it's clear that Apple is taking steps forward with its network devices. Cupertino's latest AirPort Extreme is not on the bleeding edge as far as speed and flow goes, but it is beautiful and just works out of the box. Best Wireless Router Picks Further
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